
Exterior Painting for Cuernavaca HOA
Painting requests must be submitted for prior board approval before work commences, with a clear statement
that the owner will only use the HOA’s approved painting specifications. Application of a sample of the mixed
formula in a test patch is recommended before painting the entire home; owners are responsible for ensuring
conformity with the custom colors. Homeowners may use any licensed painting contractor. For Cuernavaca
homes with unpainted stucco, see below for a method for restoring the stucco surface called “fog coating”.

Paint Specifications
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 708166
650-962-880

Mention Cuernavaca HOA when buying paint at Sherwin-Williams. They are aware of the paint specifications
for our community.

STUCCO PAINT Cuernavaca HOA

EXTERIOR
LATITUDE
FLAT

ARCHITECTURAL
ACRYLIC LATEX
IFC 8112NP

MVC0201-24 CUERNAVACA STUCCO
CUSTOM MANUAL MATCH

CCE COLORANT OZ 32 64 128

R4-New Red - 7 1 -

Y3-Deep Gold - 38 - 1

ONE GALLON K60W00651 EXTRA WHITE 651201436



FRONT DOOR AND FRAME Cuernavaca HOA

INT/EXT
EMERALD URETHANE TRIM ENAMEL
SEMI-GLOSS

ARCHITECTURAL
URETHANE
IFC 8112NP

COMP (K004) 27 BONE
CUSTOM SHER-COLO MATCH

CCE COLORANT OZ 32 64 128

B1-Black - 4 1 1

R2-Maroon - 1 - -

Y3-Deep Gold - 13 - 1

ONE GALLON K38W01750 ULTA WHITE 651207466



WINDOW SILLS, GARAGE DOORS, BEAMS,
“CANNONS”

Cuernavaca HOA

EXTERIOR
SUPER PAINT
FLAT

ARCHITECTURAL
ACRYLIC LATEX
IFC 8112NP

COMP (K004) 27 BONE
CUSTOM SHER-COLO MATCH

CCE COLORANT OZ 32 64 128

B1-Black - 2 1 1

R2-Maroon - - 1 1

Y3-Deep Gold - 7 1 1

ONE GALLON A80W03151 EXTRA WHITE 651236366



Maintenance of Stucco (provided by Art Lewis ©)
As an original owner of a townhouse at Cuernavaca, I have followed the discussion and development of
advice and rules for maintaining the stucco here since 1988. I think I have learned a few things, but I am not a
professional in this area, and want to make clear that these are my opinions, which you may use or not as you
see fit. Originally we heard that stucco is a long lasting surface which does not need painting and perhaps
should not be painted. Stucco is applied to a metal mesh over a paper barrier which keeps out water. If
painted, any water that gets into the stucco may not dry so easily and may cause problems. In our dry climate
this may be of less concern than it might be in a wet climate.

After a few years of discussion and much controversy, the HOA allowed the stucco to be painted, but only with
an acrylic paint which is less impervious than some other paints such as elastomeric paints. All but a handful
of units have since been painted. A problem we have here is the settlement of a black substance on horizontal
surfaces which locally discolors the stucco as it is washed down onto vertical surfaces. My best guess is that
this black stuff is mostly tire dust from nearby roadways. Rubber contains a few percent sulfur which oxidizes
and forms sulfuric acid. This acid etches unpainted stucco surfaces (also sidewalks and driveways). For
painted surfaces it only produces an ugly stain. Note that where the stucco is protected by tile (figure on right),
water does not flow onto the stucco, and the stucco stays clean.

The HOA periodically sends notices to homeowners with stained stucco, requesting that they clean these
stains. If power washing, alone, is not successful, some paint may be required. In the above examples, after
washing, paint can be applied to the stained ledges only and match well enough the older painted surface
below.

If you are one of the rare owners with unpainted stucco, the problem is different. The acidic material will by
now have etched into the stucco and extended more broadly onto the vertical surfaces. After power washing,
the surface may be restored to virtually new condition with the application of a stucco fog coat. This can be
done with a brush, roller, or professional spray equipment. The material is much less expensive than paint. It
comes in a bag, like cement, and can be mixed with water to form a dilute slurry for application. I have done
this successfully on my unit and can provide you with more details if you contact me. The fog coat is La Habra
Fog Coat Custom, Color #71 Miami Peach, and exactly matches the original stucco color.

Stucco Fence Repair and Maintenance
Fences between townhouses and bordering the common area are also covered with stucco or have stucco
sections. Early units may have walls that are stucco on one side and wood on the other. The walls are
mounted on redwood posts and as these age some of the posts are rotting out. Maintenance of fences
between units is the responsibility of homeowners. Fences between units are shared, and those in the front of
the house are the homeowners individual responsibility. The fences bordering the common area are
maintained by the Home Owners Association (HOA).



Often the fence can be repaired by replacing the rotten part of the posts with new wood or metal. Parts of the
reconstructed fence surface then may need to be covered by new stucco. Some owners may choose to build
new stucco fences to replace the failed ones.

Matching the stucco color of original fences may be done in several ways.

● Use stucco of the original color. (La Habra Miami Peach #71) Best option for new fence.
● Use a fog coat with the original color applied to uncolored stucco. (La Habra Fog Coat Custom #71)
● Paint the stucco with the approved acrylic paint.

If you happen to have an old fence that has not been painted, it will be very etched and unattractive. It can be
restored to almost new by washing and applying a fog coat with a brush as described on the first page.


